This study examined the impact of the middle school transition on general anxiety trajectories from middle childhood to middle adolescence, as well as how youths' individual vulnerability and exposure to contextual stressors were associated with anxiety trajectories. Participants were 631 youth (47% boys, M age ¼ 7.96 years at Time 1), followed for 7 successive years from second to eighth grade. Teachers reported on youths' individual vulnerability to anxiety (anxious solitude) in second grade; youth reported on their anxiety in second to eighth grade and aspects of their social contexts particularly relevant to the school transition (school hassles, peer victimization, parent-child relationship quality, and friendship quality) in sixth to eighth grade. The results revealed two subgroups that showed either strongly increasing (5%) or decreasing (14%) levels of anxiety across the transition and two subgroups with fairly stable levels of either high (11%) or low (70%) anxiety over time. Youth in the latter two subgroups could be distinguished based on their individual vulnerability to anxiety, whereas youth with increasing anxiety reported more contextual stressors and less contextual support than youth with decreasing anxiety. In sum, findings suggest that the middle school transition has the potential to alter developmental trajectories of anxiety for some youth, for better or for worse.
The goals of this study were (a) to examine the impact of the middle school transition on the continuity versus discontinuity of anxiety over time, (b) to determine whether individual vulnerability (i.e., a tendency toward anxious solitude) early in elementary school (in second grade) distinguished youths' anxiety trajectories, and (c) to differentiate youths' anxiety trajectories based on specific qualities of youths' social contexts (i.e., stressful vs. supportive) during middle school. Because the middle school transition, like all major life transitions, requires behavioral reorganization to adapt to new biological, psychological, and social challenges (Graber & Brooks-Gunn, 1996; Rutter, 1996) , it may be characterized by a certain degree of unpredictability or ambiguity that may trigger feelings of potential danger or threat (i.e., anxiety). At the same time, the middle school transition may be an opportunity for positive change as well (as suggested by Shell, Gazelle, & Faldowski, 2014) . It is therefore important to study the impact of the middle school transition on anxiety trajectories from childhood to adolescence. Gaining such insight will contribute to a better understanding of developmental continuities and discontinuities as well as processes of risk and resilience.
Youth Anxiety Trajectories and the Middle School Transition
A growing body of literature describes the normative developmental course of anxiety symptoms in childhood (e.g., Olatunji & Cole, 2009; Snyder et al., 2009 ) and adolescence (e.g., Hale, Raaijmakers, Muris, Van Hoof, & Meeus, 2008; Nelemans et al., 2014; Van Oort, Greaves-Lord, Verhulst, Ormel, & Huizink, 2009) , as well as individual differences in anxiety trajectories within childhood (e.g., Broeren, Muris, Diamantopoulou, & Baker, 2013; Duchesne, Larose, Vitaro, & Tremblay, 2010; Feng, Shaw, & Silk, 2008) and adolescence (e.g., Allan et al., 2014; Letcher, Sanson, Smart, & Toumbourou, 2012; Morin et al., 2011; Nelemans et al., 2014) . Overall, these studies suggest that (a) global levels of anxiety tend to be stable or decrease as youth grow older, although different forms of anxiety show distinct normative developmental patterns; (b) there are large individual differences in anxiety trajectories (i.e., most youth show stable low levels of anxiety, whereas some show stable high, increasing, or decreasing levels of anxiety over time); and (c) girls show higher anxiety symptoms than boys and are more likely than boys to report stable high or increasing levels of anxiety over time (for a systematic review of gender differences across the life span, see McLean & Anderson, 2009) , although some studies suggest that gender differences are less pronounced in childhood than in adolescence (e.g., Broeren et al., 2013; Duchesne et al., 2010) . However, empirical studies on the development of anxiety symptoms from childhood into adolescence are scarce, and existing studies (e.g., Oh et al., 2008; Prinzie, Van Harten, Deković, Van den Akker, & Shiner, 2014) have not taken into account the potential impact of the transition from elementary to middle school on stability and change in anxiety trajectories. Hence, little is known about how this school transition, in which youth are faced with an array of new academic and social challenges and opportunities, affects anxiety trajectories from childhood into adolescence.
Addressing this gap is critical, as there are reasons to expect that the middle school transition may affect anxiety trajectories. On the one hand, this transition traditionally has been viewed as a stressful time for all youth , coinciding with the start of rapid biological, psychological, cognitive, and social changes associated with the transition to adolescence (Adams & Berzonsky, 2005; Brown & Larson, 2009; Laursen & Collins, 2009; Simmons, Burgeson, Carlton-Ford, & Blyth, 1987) . Based on this view, (temporary) increases in anxiety symptoms may be expected for youth shortly after the transition as they are likely to experience some degree of uncertainty in this time of major change and may feel somewhat overwhelmed or uncomfortable in their new school context or social relationships. On the other hand, many modern psychological theories emphasize individual variability in youths' adjustment to major changes in roles and settings. Some youth may be better able to cope with the major changes that characterize the middle school transition and the transition into adolescence; thus, youth may show large individual differences in their feelings of anxiety across and after the transition. According to this view, the middle school transition may be a "turning point" rather than a universal time of stress (Graber & BrooksGunn, 1996; Rutter, 1996; Seidman & French, 2004) such that the transition may alter anxiety trajectories for better or for worse, depending on how youth navigate through this transition. Hence, the first goal of this study was to examine the impact of the middle school transition on anxiety trajectories from childhood to adolescence.
Predictors of Continuity Versus Discontinuity in Youth Anxiety Trajectories
According to the developmental psychopathology perspective, development is affected by several factors within the individual and nested contexts, which may result in continuity or discontinuity in life course trajectories (Cicchetti & Rogosch, 2002) . The principles of equifinality and multifinality are considered central for conceptualizing developmental trajectories (Cicchetti & Rogosch, 1996) . Specific to youth anxiety trajectories, equifinality suggests that youth with different levels of anxiety at any point in time may develop similar levels of anxiety across time, whereas multifinality suggests that youth with comparable levels of anxiety at any point in time may develop very different levels of anxiety across time. In line with this perspective, Weems (2008) suggests that youth can follow one of several different anxiety trajectories based on the contribution of several factors, including individual vulnerability to anxiety along with social risk and protective factors. Thus, the present research sought to examine whether individual vulnerability to anxiety in middle childhood as well as social contexts associated with the middle school transition help to differentiate youth who begin and progress along different anxiety trajectories from childhood to adolescence.
Individual vulnerability in second grade and youth anxiety trajectories
Temperamental inclinations toward anxiety constitute an important individual vulnerability factor in many etiological models of youth anxiety (e.g., Lonigan, Philips, Wilson, & Allan, 2011; Muris, 2006; Rapee, 2002; Vasey & Dadds, 2001) . A large body of research has focused on behavioral inhibition (BI), which is characterized by shyness, withdrawal, avoidance, distress, and fear of unfamiliar people, objects, and events (Kagan, Reznick, & Gibbons, 1989) , as a temperamental vulnerability for youth anxiety symptoms early in development. Clear evidence indicates that high levels of BI constitute a risk factor for the development of anxiety symptoms in early and middle childhood (Biederman et al., 1995; Hirshfeld-Becker et al., 2004; Rosenbaum et al., 1993) .
Another individual vulnerability that has been receiving increased attention over the past two decades in relation to youth anxiety symptoms is that of anxious solitude (Rubin & Burgess, 2001) . Anxious solitude is an affective-behavioral profile characterized by shyness, social hesitance, and verbal inhibition when children are among familiar peers (Gazelle & Ladd, 2003; Gazelle & Rubin, 2010 ; although children may also display these tendencies with unfamiliar peers, see Gazelle et al., 2005) , and some research links early BI to later anxious solitude in middle childhood (Calkins & Fox, 2002) . As with BI, anxious solitude has been found to constitute an individual vulnerability for the development of anxiety symptoms in middle to late childhood (e.g., Gazelle, Workman, & Allan, 2010) . Given these empirical findings, anxious solitude may determine initial levels of anxiety in middle childhood or, in other words, the "starting point" of youths' anxiety trajectories. Hence, the second goal of this study was to determine whether anxious solitude early in elementary school could distinguish youths' anxiety trajectories.
Contextual stressors and youth anxiety trajectories
Despite clear evidence indicating that individual vulnerability is a robust predictor of youth anxiety symptoms, not all children with high levels of individual vulnerability either develop high levels of anxiety or continue to show high levels of anxiety over time, in line with the developmental psychopathology principle of multifinality. The question therefore arises under what contextual conditions youths' anxiety trajectories show either continuity or change across the middle school transition, a stage that largely coincides with the developmental transition from childhood into adolescence.
Experiences that are particularly relevant to this transition and thus may be crucial in distinguishing anxiety trajectories likely involve qualities (i.e., stressful vs. supportive) of the school environment as well as youths' relationships with peers and parents. Major organizational changes across the transition (e.g., moving from a relatively intimate elementary school setting with one main teacher to a larger, impersonal middle school setting with different teachers, classrooms, and often classmates) may result in more school-related hassles (e.g., greater workload, higher academic expectations, larger and more crowded classrooms and schools, or schedule issues) for some youth than for others. Moreover, some youth may experience social difficulties with peers (e.g., friends placed in different classes, no one to sit with at lunch, or exposure to peer victimization), whereas others may experience more social support (e.g., high-quality friendships). The same holds for quality of the parent-adolescent relationship, which is still an important predictor of adolescents' adjustment (Garnefski & Diekstra, 1996; Helsen, Vollebergh, & Meeus, 2000) ; some youth may experience more problems with their parents (e.g., high levels of conflict), whereas others may experience more social support from their parents (e.g., support of autonomy and independence or a warm parental environment; Laursen & Collins, 2009) . More stressful or less supportive contexts may exacerbate youths' feelings of uncertainty or discomfort across and after the middle school transition, which is likely to be associated with persistent high or increasing levels of anxiety. In contrast, more supportive or less stressful contexts likely attenuate such feelings, by helping youth cope with negative thoughts and emotions, encouraging approach rather than avoidance in new situations, and providing opportunities for positive growth, which is likely to be associated with persistent low or decreasing levels of anxiety.
Because youth differ in their school-related and social experiences after the middle school transition, this transition may have diverse effects on youths' anxiety trajectories. For some youth, levels of (mal)adaptation (reflected in high/low anxiety levels) prior to the middle school transition may continue to be the most important predictor of adjustment across and after the transition, predicting continuity in anxiety trajectories across the middle school transition. For other youth, stressful or supportive experiences associated with the new school setting or relationships with parents or peers may be linked to a discontinuity of anxiety trajectories (Cicchetti & Rogosch, 1996 Weems, 2008) . Specifically, increasing levels of anxiety after the transition are likely for youth who experience stressful school, peer, and family contexts, whereas decreasing levels of anxiety after the transition are likely for youth who experience supportive contexts. Hence, the third goal of this study was to examine whether specific qualities of youths' social contexts (i.e., stressful vs. supportive) during middle school were associated with youths' anxiety trajectories across the transition from elementary to middle school.
The Present Study
In sum, the goals of this longitudinal community study were threefold. First, we aimed to examine the impact of the middle school transition on developmental trajectories of anxiety symptoms from second to eighth grade (middle childhood to middle adolescence). Based on the aforementioned theories (e.g., Cicchetti & Rogosch, 1996 Rutter, 1996; Weems, 2008) and empirical findings on anxiety development and trajectories in either childhood or adolescence, we expected that most youth would generally show low and stable levels of anxiety symptoms across time, which might fluctuate slightly or show modest declines that are attributable to normative decreases in anxiety across time, but would show relative continuity across the middle school transition. We expected that a second subgroup of youth would show relatively high and stable levels of anxiety over time, representing a high-risk group of youth burdened with persistent anxiety problems that would also show relative continuity across the middle school transition. Finally, we expected that the middle school transition could be a potential breakpoint in developmental trajectories of anxiety for some youth. This could result in increasing anxiety symptoms for some but decreasing anxiety symptoms for other youth after this transition. In line with prior research, we expected girls to be overrepresented in the anxiety trajectory groups with stable high or increasing levels of anxiety into adolescence (i.e., after the middle school transition).
Second, we aimed to determine whether individual vulnerability to anxiety (i.e., a tendency toward anxious solitude) predicted higher levels of anxiety early in elementary school. Given that individual vulnerabilities to anxiety have been suggested to play an important role in early levels of youth anxiety (e.g., Hirshfeld-Becker et al., 2004) , we expected higher levels of anxious solitude in second grade to predict where youths' anxiety trajectories start out.
Third, we aimed to distinguish youths' anxiety trajectories based on specific qualities of youths' social contexts (i.e., stressful vs. supportive) from early to middle adolescence during middle school. In line with developmental theories (Cicchetti & Rogosch, 1996 Muris, 2006; Vasey & Dadds, 2001 ) and with studies showing strong associations between psychosocial functioning in the school, peer, and family context and adolescent anxiety symptoms (e.g., Bögels & Brechman-Toussaint, 2006; Kingery et al., 2010; Seipp, 1991) , we expected that anxiety trajectories would be distinguished by experiences in the new middle school context as well as in relationships with peers and parents throughout middle school. Specifically, we predicted that stable high or increasing anxiety trajectories would be characterized by stressful or unsupportive social contexts, whereas stable low or decreasing anxiety trajectories would be characterized by positive or supportive social contexts. 
Method

Participants
Procedure
In second grade, consent forms were distributed to families of 724 eligible second graders across schools in several small urban and rural Midwestern towns. Before the start of the study, parents provided written informed consent and youth provided oral assent. Of the eligible families, 80% (n ¼ 576) consented to participate. Participants and nonparticipants did not significantly differ in sex, x 2 (1) ¼ 0.15, ns; age, t (723) ¼ 0.63, ns; race (White vs. other), x 2 (1) ¼ 0.59, ns; or SES (receiving subsidized school lunch yes vs. no),
ns. An additional 60 third graders who were classmates of the original participants were added the following year, resulting in a total of 636 participants (see footnote 2). During the winter of each year from second to eighth grade, participants completed questionnaires in small groups (elementary school) or classrooms (middle school). The transition from elementary to middle school took place between fifth and sixth grade. Teacher surveys were distributed and returned at school. Youth received a small gift, and teachers received a monetary reimbursement. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Table 1 presents descriptive information on the measures.
Measures
Anxiety symptoms. From second to eighth grade, youth completed the Revised Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale (RCMAS; Reynolds & Paget, 1981; Reynolds & Richmond, 1979) to measure general anxiety symptoms. The RCMAS is a self-report questionnaire consisting of 28 items (e.g., "I worry a lot of the time" and "I feel that others do not like the way I do things"). Youth rated each item yes or no to indicate whether the item described them. The RCMAS has strong psychometric properties (Muris, Merckelbach, Ollendick, King, & Bogie, 2002; Reynolds & Paget, 1981; Reynolds & Richmond, 1979; Seligman, Ollendick, Langley, & Baldacci, 2004; Varela & Biggs, 2006) . Sum scores were calculated, with higher scores representing higher levels of youth anxiety (as ¼ 0.88-0.91 across waves).
Anxious solitude. Early in elementary school (second grade), teachers reported on youths' anxious solitude using an eightitem adapted version of the measure developed by Gazelle and Ladd (2003) . Items were modified to reflect a peer context by adding a comparison (e.g., "Child plays alone more than most other children") or rewording the items (e.g., "Child is ner-1. For the purpose of our analyses, we dichotomized youths' race into White and other. 2. Five youth were not included in our analyses due to missing data on SES.
Concerning SES, we asked parents to complete a demographic form that included annual family income and parental education, but parent questionnaires were completed by mail and not all parents returned the questionnaire. Specifically, 31.9% of the data were missing on annual family income and 31.7% to 42.6% were missing on parental education at the start of the study. For those families with data, there were strong associations between receipt of subsidized school lunch and both annual family income vous, high-strung, or tense when around other children"). All items were rated on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much). Teacher reports on this measure have been found to correspond with peer nomination and observers' ratings of youths' anxious solitary behavior (Gazelle & Ladd, 2003) . Mean scores were calculated, with higher scores representing higher levels of anxious solitude (a ¼ 0.91).
School hassles. After the middle school transition (sixth grade), youth completed an adapted 21-item version of the School Hassles Questionnaire (Robinson, Garber, & Hilsman, 1995) to report on their perceptions of daily school hassles. This measure was administered only in sixth grade as the hassles were focused on those presumed to be associated with adjusting to the middle school transition. These hassles concerned multiple aspects of the new school environment, such as academic expectations (e.g., "You have had too much homework"), school structure (e.g., "School is large and crowded"), schedule issues (e.g., "The periods between classes are too short to get to your next class on time"), and social reorganization ("Your friends from last year went to a different school or are in different classes"). All items were rated on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much). Mean scores were calculated, with higher scores representing higher levels of school hassles (a ¼ 0.89).
Peer victimization. During middle school (sixth to eighth grade), youth completed a revised 21-item version (Rudolph, Troop-Gordon, Hessel, & Schmidt, 2011) of the Social Experiences Questionnaire (Crick & Grotpeter, 1996) to assess exposure to peer victimization. This measure assesses overt victimization (being the target of behaviors intended to harm others through physical damage or the threat of such damage; e.g., "How often do you get pushed or shoved by another kid?") and relational victimization (being the target of behaviors intended to harm others through manipulation of relationships; e.g., "How often does another kid try to keep others from liking you by saying mean things about you?").
Items were rated on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (all the time). Scores on overt and relational victimization were combined into a total peer victimization score (rs at each wave ranged from .71 to .73).
3 Self-reports of victimization have been shown to provide valid information that corresponds to reports by peers (e.g., Graham & Juvonen, 1998) and parents (Bollmer, Harris, & Milich, 2006) . Mean scores were calculated, with higher scores representing higher levels of peer victimization (as ¼ 0.93-0.94 across waves).
Friendship quality and parent-child relationship quality. During middle school (sixth to eighth grade), youth completed the Inventory of Parent and Peer Attachment (IPPA; Armsden & Greenberg, 1987) to assess the quality of relationships with their friends and parents. The IPPA consists of 28 items to assess parent-child relationship quality (e.g., "My parents respect my feelings") and 25 items to assess friendship quality (e.g., "When we discuss things, my friends consider my point of view"). Three broad dimensions of relationship quality are assessed by the IPPA: degree of mutual trust, quality of communication, and the extent of anger and alienation experienced in the relationship. Items were rated on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 (almost never or never true) to 5 (almost always or always true). The IPPA has strong psychometric properties (Armsden & Greenberg, 1987; Ridenour, Greenberg, & Cook, 2006) . Mean scores were calculated, with higher scores representing higher levels of parent-child relationship quality (as ¼ 0.94-0.96 across waves) and friendship quality (a ¼ 0.92 across waves).
Statistical analyses
Growth mixture modeling (GMM) in Mplus Version 7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998 -2015 was used to identify subgroups of youth with different developmental trajectories 
The middle school transition is between Grades 5 and 6. T1-T7, Times 1-7; rel. qual., relationship quality. Anxiety symptoms were assessed using selfreports on the Revised Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale and ranged from 0 to 28 (sum score). Anxious solitude was assessed using teacher reports on an 8-item adapted version of the measure developed by Gazelle and Ladd (2003) . School hassles were assessed using self-reports on an adapted 21-item version of the School Hassles Questionnaire. Peer victimization was assessed using self-reports on a revised 21-item version of the Social Experiences Questionnaire. Parentchild relationship quality and friendship quality were assessed using self-reports on the Inventory of Parent and Peer Attachment. Anxious solitude, school hassles, peer victimization, parent-child relationship quality, and friendship quality all ranged from 1 to 5 (average score).
of anxiety symptoms from middle childhood to middle adolescence (second grade to eighth grade). We specifically modeled the middle school transition by setting up a piecewise GMM model with two separate growth factors (i.e., slopes). The first growth factor represented anxiety development during elementary school (second to fifth grade), whereas the second growth factor represented anxiety development during middle school (sixth to eighth grade). By modeling development in this manner, we were able to capture potential abrupt changes in anxiety trajectories around the middle school transition. 4 In our analyses, we controlled for potential effects of gender, race, and SES on class membership (i.e., gender, race, and SES as predictors of the probability of belonging to the different anxiety trajectory classes) as well as on the initial status and growth factors within the trajectory classes (i.e., gender, race, and SES as predictors of the anxiety level second grade and the subsequent changes in anxiety during elementary and middle school). Little's missing completely at random test showed that data were missing completely at random,
Missing anxiety data were handled in Mplus with full information maximum likelihood (FIML; Muthén & Muthén, 1998 -2015 .
We used several criteria to determine the final number of subgroups with distinct anxiety trajectories (Jung & Wickrama, 2008; Nagin, 2005; Reinecke, 2006) . First, an additional group had to result in an improvement of model fit, indicated by a decrease in the sample-size adjusted Bayesian information criterion (SSA BIC) and a significant adjusted Lo-Mendell-Rubin likelihood ratio test. Second, entropy (a standardized measure of classification quality, ranging from 0 to 1) had to be acceptable, with values closer to 1 indicating better classification accuracy. Third, we evaluated the interpretability of the groups. If an additional group was found to be a slight variation of a group already found in a lower class solution, we chose the most parsimonious model. Fourth, every group had to cover at least 5% of the sample for meaningful interpretation and further analysis.
To determine whether second-grade levels of anxious solitude could distinguish youths' anxiety trajectories, we used the Mplus AUXILIARY (R3STEP) approach (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014) . This approach tests anxious solitude as a predictor of the anxiety trajectories (i.e., multinomial logistic regression analysis) but takes into account the probability that each individual has of being a member of each of the identified classes (i.e., takes into account classification uncertainty/inaccuracy), rather than assigning individuals to their most likely class membership as is commonly done in multiple-step procedures. Because the AUXILIARY approach estimates the GMM model separately from the prediction by anxious solitude, FIML cannot be applied to missing data in anxious solitude. Therefore, missing data on anxious solitude were imputed with expectation maximization in SPSS before the GMM analysis.
Finally, to examine whether school hassles, peer victimization, friendship quality, and parent-child relationship quality during middle school distinguished anxiety trajectories, we examined differences between the anxiety trajectory classes in these perceived qualities of youths' social contexts after the middle school transition (sixth grade; specifically concerning school hassles), throughout middle school (average of sixth to eighth grade), and at the end of middle school (eighth grade). These variables were not incorporated directly into the GMM model as predictors, but instead we used the Mplus AUXILIARY approach (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014) to test equality of means on these variables across the different anxiety trajectory classes while taking into account classification uncertainty/inaccuracy. Because the AUXILIARY approach estimates the GMM model separately from the equality of means test, FIML cannot be applied to missing data in qualities of youths' social contexts. Therefore, missing data on the social context variables were imputed with expectation maximization in SPSS before the GMM analysis, in the same imputation as the scores on anxious solitude. To correct for multiple testing, we calculated a corrected level of significance using the method described by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) to control for the false discovery rate. Table 1 provides an overview of the mean levels of the variables across the study. For the total sample, these means show a slight decrease in anxiety symptoms from second to eighth grade and a slight decrease in peer victimization and parent-child relationship quality as well as a slight increase in friendship quality from sixth to eighth grade. Depending on which clinical cutoff score we applied to identify youth experiencing levels of anxiety of clinical interest at each wave, either an overall cutoff point of 19 (Stallard, Velleman, Langsford, & Baldwin, 2001 ) or at least 1 or 2 SD above the mean (T ! 60 or T ! 70, respectively), 7.3%-16.4%, 15.0%-20.3%, or 2.4%-6.9% of youth in our sample showed clinically significant levels of anxiety across the waves, respectively. Rank-order stability was high for all constructs that were assessed at multiple waves, with correlations between successive waves ranging from .44 to .72 for youths' anxiety symptoms, .70 to .73 for peer victimization, .69 to .73 for parent-child relationship quality, and .60 to .61 for friendship quality.
Results
Descriptive statistics
Youth anxiety trajectories and the middle school transition Table 2 summarizes the fit statistics of all considered class solutions. Based on our selection criteria, we decided upon a four-class solution as the best fitting GMM model. First, the SSA BIC showed a steady decrease from the one-class to the four-class solution but slightly increased from the four-class to the five-class solution, and the adjusted Lo-MendellRubin likelihood ratio test was significant from the three-class to the four-class solution but insignificant from the four-class to the five-class solution. Second, classification accuracy was most acceptable in the four-class solution (i.e., entropy of .77, which was slightly better than in all other class solutions), albeit somewhat on the low side. This relatively weak entropy value emphasizes the importance of our analytical approach using the Mplus AUXILIARY function to account for classification uncertainty/inaccuracy in examining associations between youths' anxiety trajectories and other aspects of psychosocial functioning. Third, the four-class solution did not include slight variations of a class already found in a lower class solution. Fourth, the five-class solution was inadmissible because we identified a class consisting of less than 5% of the youth. Because individual differences (i.e., variance) in the middle school slope were very small and nonsignificant (suggesting that within the identified classes, there were almost no individual differences in anxiety development across middle school), we fixed this parameter to zero for reasons of parsimony (which also resulted in a slightly better model fit). Table 3 gives an overview of the developmental parameters for all four classes in the final GMM model. In addition, Figure 1 graphically displays the anxiety trajectories of all four classes in the final GMM model.
As expected, the majority of youth (70%) consistently showed relatively low levels of anxiety symptoms from second to eighth grade. In contrast, 11% of youth consistently showed relatively high levels of anxiety symptoms from second to eighth grade. These two subgroups were labeled as persistent low and persistent high anxiety trajectories, respectively. Two classes of youth showed slight decreases in anxiety symptoms during elementary school, but showed strongly diverging trajectories of anxiety after the middle school transition. Specifically, 14% of youth showed strongly decreasing levels of anxiety after the middle school transition, whereas the remaining 5% of youth showed strongly increasing levels of anxiety after the middle school transition. These two subgroups were labeled as decreasing after transition and increasing after transition anxiety trajectories, respectively, which will be further referred to as decreasing and increasing in the main body of this article.
Youth in the persistent low anxiety class reported lower initial levels of anxiety early in elementary school (second grade) than youth in the persistent high, Wald 5. We also conducted exploratory multiple-group GMM analyses, allowing for differences between boys and girls in the number and the shape of the anxiety trajectories. Results from these analyses suggested the same number of anxiety trajectories with a similar shape for both boys and girls and similar to results from our total-sample GMM analyses. Boys and girls thus appeared to show a similar pattern of individual differences in anxiety trajectories across the middle school transition. 6. Class solutions were highly similar excluding all covariates from the GMM models. 
Individual vulnerability and youth anxiety trajectories
Results of the multinomial logistic regression analyses using a three-step approach (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014) Contextual stressors and youth anxiety trajectories Table 4 gives an overview of the means and standard errors of all social contextual factors within each of the four classes in the final GMM model for which equality of means between classes was tested using a three-step approach (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014) . Using the method described by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) , our corrected level of significance was calculated as p , .036 (instead of p , .05).
After the middle school transition in sixth grade, the highest levels of school hassles were reported by youth in the persistent high class, followed by youth in the increasing, decreasing, and persistent low classes. All differences in school hassles between the anxiety trajectory classes were significant ( p , .036), although there was a marginally significant difference between youth in the increasing and the decreasing classes, x 2 (1) ¼ 3.31, p ¼ .069. Throughout middle school (sixth to eighth grade), the highest levels of peer victimization and the lowest levels of parent-child relationship quality were reported by youth in the persistent high class, followed by youth in the increasing, decreasing, and persistent low classes. Differences between the classes were all significant ( p , .036), except for differences between youth in the persistent high and increasing classes ( ps ! .50).
9 With respect to friendship quality throughout middle school, youth in the persistent high class reported significantly lower levels compared to the decreasing class, x 2 (1) ¼ 6.41, p ¼ .01, and the persistent low class, x 2 (1) ¼ 24.85, p , .001. In addition, youth in the increasing class reported significantly lower levels of friendship quality compared to the persistent low class, x 2 (1) ¼ 5.88, p ¼ .02. At the end of middle school (eighth grade), a consistent pattern of findings suggested that the highest levels of victimization and the lowest levels of parent-child relationship quality and friendship quality were reported by youth in the increasing class, followed by youth in the persistent high, 7. Only (marginally) significant results are reported. 8. A similar pattern of findings was found when examining pretransition mean levels of anxious solitude from second to fifth grade. Specifically, higher levels of pretransition anxious solitude significantly distinguished youth in the persistent high class from youth in the persistent low class. However, unlike second-grade anxious solitude, pretransition (second to fifth grade) anxious solitude did not significantly differ between youth in the decreasing class and youth in the persistent low class.
9. In our study, we collected pretransition levels of youths' perceived peer victimization but not perceived family, peer, and school contexts before their transition to middle school. Post hoc analyses including standardized residual scores correcting perceived peer victimization from sixth to eighth grade for pretransition levels of perceived peer victimization from second to fifth grade resulted in exactly the same pattern of findings based on posttransition means of perceived peer victimization without any correction.
decreasing, and the persistent low classes. Differences between the classes were all significant ( p , .036), with the exception that youth in the decreasing class reported similar levels of all constructs as youth in the persistent low class, x 2 s (1) , 3.00, ps . .08, and youth in the increasing class reported similar levels of all constructs as youth in the persistent high class, x 2 s (1) , 0.45, ps . .50.
Discussion
The present study examined the impact of the middle school transition on anxiety trajectories from middle childhood to middle adolescence (second to eighth grade) as well as whether youths' individual vulnerability and perceived exposure to contextual stressors distinguished their starting point and trajectories of anxiety after the middle school transition, respectively. Results suggested that anxiety trajectories of the majority of youth (81%) showed continuity across the middle school transition and were characterized by fairly stable levels of either high or low anxiety symptoms throughout elementary and middle school from middle childhood to middle adolescence. These subgroups of youth could be distinguished by their levels of teacher-reported anxious solitude in middle childhood (second grade); youth with stable high anxiety Note: rel. qual., relationship quality. All variables ranged from 1 to 5. Similar subscripts denote significant ( p , .036; corrected for multiple testing using the method described by Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) mean level differences between classes. a Similar subscripts denote marginally significant ( p , .074; equal to p , 0.10 but corrected for multiple testing using the method described by Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) mean level differences between classes.
were characterized by higher anxious solitude than youth with stable low anxiety. In contrast, the middle school transition was associated with discontinuity in anxiety trajectories for a minority of youth (19%), who showed either strongly increasing or decreasing levels of anxiety after the transition in early adolescence. Although levels of anxious solitude in middle childhood did not distinguish these subgroups of youth from each other, their strongly diverging anxiety trajectories were significantly associated with perceived qualities of youths' social contexts (i.e., stressful vs. supportive) during middle school from early to middle adolescence; youth with increasing levels of anxiety after the transition reported more transition-related stressors and poorer quality relationships with friends and parents than youth with decreasing levels of anxiety after the transition.
Overall, our findings suggest that the middle school transition has the potential to alter developmental trajectories of anxiety for some youth, either for better or for worse, although the majority of youth appeared to show continuity in their anxiety trajectories from middle childhood to middle adolescence. Furthermore, youths' individual vulnerability to anxiety partially distinguished those who start along different anxiety trajectories in middle childhood, whereas perceived qualities of youths' social contexts partially distinguished those who progress along different anxiety trajectories after the middle school transition.
Youth anxiety trajectories and the middle school transition
Despite the traditional view of the middle school transition as a stressful time for youth ) that coincides with the start of rapid biological, psychological, cognitive, and social changes associated with the transition from childhood to adolescence, our findings suggested that the middle school transition was not associated with (temporary) increases in anxiety for the majority of youth. In fact, global levels of anxiety tended to gradually decrease as youth grew older, in line with past research (e.g., Olatunji & Cole, 2009; Van Oort et al., 2009) , and only a small minority of youth (5%) showed increasing anxiety symptoms after the middle school transition. Rather, the middle school transition appeared to be a turning point (Graber & Brooks-Gunn, 1996; Rutter, 1996; Seidman & French, 2004) , reflecting a time of environmental stress or opportunity (as suggested by Shell et al., 2014 ) that could alter anxiety trajectories for better or for worse in some youth. This pattern of findings is in line with the idea that youth vary in the degree to which they are affected by experiences or changes in their environments (e.g., an important premise of the differential susceptibility hypothesis; Belsky, Bakermans-Kranenburg, & van IJzendoorn, 2007) . Moreover, the findings support theoretical perspectives on continuity and change in youth psychopathology (Cicchetti & Rogosch, 1996 and specifically anxiety (Muris, 2006; Vasey & Dadds, 2001; Weems, 2008) , which suggest that the trajectories followed by youth across development are affected by several factors within the individual and their (social) environment.
Of note, this study revealed both continuity and discontinuity in youths' anxiety trajectories from middle childhood to middle adolescence. Regarding continuity, the majority of youth in our study appeared to show strong stability in their anxiety levels (either high or low) from middle childhood to middle adolescence. There are several possible explanations for this continuity across development. A continuum model of personality traits and problem behavior (i.e., spectrum model; Krueger & Tackett, 2003) may account for this strong stability, as anxiety appears to show more traitlike than statelike qualities and may be more akin to personality traits than temporary states (e.g., Hale, Klimstra, & Meeus, 2010; Prenoveau et al., 2011; Widiger, Verheul, & Van den Brink, 1999) . In addition, the accentuation principle (Graber & BrooksGunn, 1996; Rutter, 1996) suggests that changing circumstances such as transitions or times of major developmental change (e.g., the middle school transition or the entire adolescent period) may accentuate or exaggerate psychological features already present and hence promote continuity in developmental trajectories. Furthermore, individuals are known to select or shape their environment based on individual characteristics; this process is also likely to promote experiences that continue to foster these individual characteristics (Caspi, Elder, & Bem, 1988; Rutter, 1996) . For example, youth with persistent high levels of anxiety reported experiencing more contextual stressors and less social support. It could be that these youth elicit negative experiences because of their anxiety symptoms and/or that they perceive the middle school transition as more stressful and relationships as less supportive because of certain cognitive biases (Muris, 2006; Vasey & Dadds, 2001 ) and/or that they react to these negative experiences in ways that maintain their anxiety symptoms.
However, anxiety trajectories of approximately 20% of youth did show substantial change from early to middle adolescence, suggesting that levels of youth anxiety are not necessarily fixed. For this minority of youth, the middle school transition appeared to have a substantial impact on their anxiety trajectories, considering that after fifth grade youth in the increasing after transition anxiety trajectory experienced an average increase in anxiety symptoms of 8.9 points on a 28-point scale (32%) and youth in the decreasing after transition anxiety trajectory experienced an average decrease in anxiety symptoms of 9.4 points on a 28-point scale (34%). Thus, although this transition was a time of vulnerability for some youth, it appeared to provide a window of opportunity for other youth (Graber & Brooks-Gunn, 1996; Rutter, 1996; Shell et al., 2014) .
Altogether, the principles of multifinality and equifinality central to the developmental psychopathology perspective (Cicchetti & Rogosch, 1996 are well illustrated by the four anxiety trajectories in our study (see Figure 1) . Specifically, whereas youth in the persistent low and the decreasing anxiety trajectories showed very different initial levels of anxiety in middle childhood (second grade), these youth showed quite similar low levels of anxiety in middle adolescence (eighth grade), illustrating the principle of equifinality. In contrast, whereas youth in the persistent high and decreasing anxiety trajectories showed quite similar initial levels of anxiety in middle childhood (second grade), these youth showed very different levels of anxiety in middle adolescence (eighth grade), illustrating the principle of multifinality. Furthermore, even though youth in the persistent high and increasing anxiety trajectories showed quite similar levels of anxiety in both middle childhood (second grade) and middle adolescence (eighth grade), these youth showed quite different levels of anxiety in between these points in time. Hence, our findings illustrate the importance of delineating the exact anxiety trajectories that youth follow, because youths' level of anxiety at any point in time should be considered within the context of how that level of anxiety has evolved over the course of development (Cicchetti & Rogosch, 2002) .
At the same time, principles of equifinality and multifinality go beyond descriptive illustrations of developmental trajectories, which make these principles still important to consider for youth who follow quite stable anxiety trajectories from middle childhood to middle adolescence. Not only may different processes result in youth following similar anxiety trajectories (i.e., equifinality), but similar anxiety trajectories even over a longer time period may not necessarily result in the same (mal)adaptive outcome for all youth (i.e., multifinality). Therefore, it is important to acknowledge that even for youth who appear to show very similar anxiety trajectories, the associated etiological factors, developmental processes, maintaining mechanisms, and outcomes may be quite different.
Gender differences in youth anxiety trajectories
Overall, we found gender differences in line with previous studies (for a systematic review of gender differences across the life span, see McLean & Anderson, 2009) suggesting that girls report somewhat higher anxiety symptoms than boys (although differences in middle childhood were only marginally significant) and are more likely than boys to report stable high or increasing levels of anxiety over time. Exploratory multiple-group GMM analyses, allowing for differences between boys and girls in the number and the shape of the anxiety trajectories, suggested the same number of anxiety trajectories with a similar shape for both boys and girls and similar to results from our total-sample GMM analyses. Therefore, whereas girls tended to report slightly higher levels of anxiety than boys and the proportion of girls in the increasing and particularly the persistent high anxiety trajectories was higher than the proportion of boys, boys and girls show a similar pattern of individual differences in anxiety trajectories across the middle school transition.
Individual vulnerability and youth anxiety trajectories
Teacher reports of youths' anxious solitude, an affective-behavioral profile that represents an individual vulnerability to general anxiety (Gazelle & Rubin, 2010) , in middle childhood significantly distinguished between youth with high versus low initial levels of anxiety in second grade. Specifically, youth in the persistent high and decreasing anxiety trajectories showed higher individual vulnerability to anxiety in middle childhood than youth in the persistent low trajectory, in line with suggestions that individual vulnerability to anxiety plays an important role in early levels of anxiety (Biederman et al., 1995; Hirshfeld-Becker et al., 2004; Lonigan et al., 2011; Rosenbaum et al., 1993) . Even though youth in the increasing anxiety trajectory did not significantly differ from all other youth with respect to their individual vulnerability to anxious solitude in second grade (these youth appeared to be characterized by somewhat moderate levels of anxious solitude), they did show higher levels of anxiety symptoms in second grade than youth in the persistent low trajectory. This pattern of findings may suggest that the initially moderate individual vulnerability to anxiety for youth in the increasing anxiety trajectory grew over time, or that this vulnerability was exacerbated by stressful school, peer, and family contexts after the middle school transition.
Contextual stressors and youth anxiety trajectories
In line with the abundant evidence suggesting strong associations between anxiety and functioning in educational (Ialongo et al., 1995; Seipp, 1991) and social contexts (Bögels & Brechman-Toussaint, 2006; Kingery et al., 2010) , anxiety trajectories after the middle school transition from early to middle adolescence appeared to be strongly linked to youths' experiences in these contexts during and after the transition. Specifically, youth who showed initially moderate individual vulnerability to anxiety in middle childhood who experienced stressful school, peer, and family contexts after the transition showed strongly increasing anxiety trajectories from early to middle adolescence. These findings suggest that these youth were confronted with transition-related stressors and/or limited support from friends and parents, which were associated with increases in anxiety symptoms after the middle school transition. At the same time, youth who showed individual vulnerability to anxiety in middle childhood but who experienced more positive or supportive experiences in these contexts after the transition showed strongly decreasing anxiety trajectories from early to middle adolescence. Therefore, even though these youth started out with higher anxiety symptoms, they were confronted with few transition-related stressors along with high support from their friends and parents. For these youth, the middle school transition appeared to create opportunities for better adjustment, allowing them to recover across this transition. Finally, some youth with both an individual vulnerability to anxiety in middle childhood and stressful school, peer, and family contexts after the middle school transition showed persistent high levels of anxiety over time, whereas youth without an individual vulnerability to anxiety in middle childhood and with more positive or supportive experiences in these contexts after the transition showed persistent low levels of anxiety over time. Altogether, this pattern of findings highlights the importance of considering both individuals' initial individual vulnerability and their contextual experiences, particularly after a transition period, for a better understanding of individual differences in trajectories of anxiety across development.
Strengths, limitations, and directions for future research
An important strength of this study is its 7-year prospective longitudinal design in a large community sample of youth, covering the entire period from middle childhood to middle adolescence and specifically focusing on the major life transition from elementary to middle school. In addition, our person-centered longitudinal approach allowed for a nuanced exploration of the potential impact of the middle school transition on important theorized individual differences in anxiety symptom development. Finally, by conceptualizing youth anxiety trajectories as distinguished by both initial individual vulnerability and perceived qualities of youths' social contexts (i.e., stressful vs. supportive) across the middle school transition, our study provides support for several important developmental frameworks specific to anxiety symptom development (e.g., Muris, 2006; Vasey & Dadds, 2001; Weems, 2008) as well as to developmental psychopathology more generally (Cicchetti & Rogosch, 1996 .
We should also note some limitations of the current study, which may provide important suggestions for future research. Our correlational design does not allow for any causal conclusions, but only allows for inferences about the interrelationship between anxiety symptoms and youths' individual vulnerability and perceived qualities of their social contexts. Because assessment of all constructs was across the same period of time, findings in our study merely allow for the differentiation of youth anxiety trajectories by both individual vulnerability and perceived social contextual factors. Furthermore, we need to acknowledge both directions of effects in associations between anxiety symptoms and perceived qualities of youths' social contexts. Not only may perceived contextual stressors or social support affect youths' anxiety trajectories, but youths' anxiety trajectories may also affect qualities or perceptions of youths' social contexts. A crosslagged panel design would be an appropriate statistical approach to examine the nature of such transactional processes. In addition, it is important to acknowledge that our study design was limited by not taking into account pretransition differences between youth in their perceived social contexts, most of which were assessed only following the transition, which may affect posttransition differences between youth. An important direction for future research would thus be to account for pretransition differences in youths' social contexts when examining how youth with different anxiety trajectories differ posttransition. However, it is important that provisional post hoc analyses suggested a similar pattern of findings correcting for pretransition transition differences in perceived peer victimization, suggesting that posttransition differences between youth in the different anxiety trajectories were not simply reflecting pretransition differences between these youth.
Because of the descriptive nature of this study, we can only speculate how or why the middle school transition might create opportunities for better adjustment for some youth (as evidenced by strongly decreasing levels of anxiety after this transition). For example, Shell et al. (2014) suggested that the middle school transition may motivate some youth to take advantage of opportunities for improved peer relations, which may be linked with lower levels of anxiety for these youth after the transition. It is clear that more research is needed to better understand how such a relatively universal transition as the middle school transition may provide opportunities for improved adjustment for some youth. Focus should be on elucidating factors or processes that may explain different degrees of susceptibility to change associated with transitions (i.e., why are anxiety trajectories of some youth altered by this transition whereas anxiety trajectories of other youth remain relatively stable?).
Future research should also provide more insight into factors or processes that may predict or explain why some youth experience more supportive or less stressful environments across the middle school transition than others, and through what mechanisms these experiences are associated with increasing or decreasing levels of anxiety after the transition. An interesting analytical approach for future research concerning developmental trajectories across transition points, including studies on anxiety symptom development across the middle school transition, is latent transition growth mixture modeling (see, e.g., Petras, Masyn, & Ialongo, 2011) . By capturing developmental trajectories before and after a transition point in two separate GMMs and using latent transition analysis to model stability and change in trajectory classes across the transition, this approach describes individual differences in development across transition points. Correlates of the transition probabilities can be included in subsequent analyses to gain important insights into moderating variables or mediating processes (i.e., addressing "the how or why" associated with developmental trajectories across transition points).
Furthermore, with the exception of teacher reports of anxious solitude at the start of the study in second grade, we relied exclusively on youth self-reports of their anxiety symptoms and their social contexts. While youth may be better judges of their own anxiety symptoms than, for example, parents (Cosi, Canals, Hernández-Martinez, & Vigil-Colet, 2010) , multi-informant assessments may be particularly important in providing additional information on associations between youth anxiety development and other psychosocial factors. Although our results are limited to youths' perceptions, youths' perceptions of their environment or psychosocial adjustment have been suggested to be of equal, or perhaps even more, importance to their mental health than more "objective" judgments. For example, Ialongo, Edelsohn, and Kellam (2001) found that young children's self-reported depressed mood was related to a wider range of long-terms outcomes, including academic performance, psychological well-being, and mental health service need and use, than parent-reported child depressed mood, particularly for girls, attesting to the predictive validity of youth self-reports. Furthermore, youths' perceptions of their environment may be affected by their level of anxiety symptoms. For future investigations, it would thus be important to include multiple-method, multiple-informant assessments to address potential inflation of associations due to shared method variance and to provide additional information regarding youth anxiety development and its associations with individual vulnerability and social contextual factors.
In addition, the present study did not take into account youths' pubertal status or timing, which have been linked with elevated anxiety, particularly among girls (Reardon, Leen-Feldner, & Hayward, 2009 ). In future research, it would therefore be important to distinguish the extent to which increases in anxiety for some youth after the middle school transition are associated with pubertal changes versus transition-related experiences, or both. Pubertal changes may, for example, contribute to more positive or negative experiences across the school transition, depending in part on whether or not the middle school transition coincides with pubertal change. Alternatively, pubertal status or timing may directly contribute to anxiety, which could then determine transition-related experiences. Future research should aim to provide more insight into the role of pubertal status and timing in both anxiety symptoms and stressful versus supportive experiences across and after the middle school transition, particularly for girls (Reardon et al., 2009 ).
Finally, this study focused on anxiety symptoms as representing one global anxiety construct. Theories (Warren & Sroufe, 2004; Weems, 2008; Westenberg, Siebelink, & Treffers, 2001 ) and empirical findings (e.g., Hale et al., 2008; Nelemans et al., 2014; Van Oort et al., 2009; Weems & Costa, 2005) emphasize important age-related developmental changes in the expression of anxiety, especially during adolescence. Though a different phenotypic/genetic structure of anxiety in childhood (more global and one dimensional) and adolescence (more specific and multidimensional) has been suggested (Waszczuk, Zavos, Gregory, & Eley, 2014) , future studies may want to examine the potential differential impact of the middle school transition on developmental trajectories of more specific forms of anxiety (e.g., generalized anxiety or social anxiety symptoms). Furthermore, the examination of joint trajectories of symptoms of anxiety and depression across the middle school transition would be an important direction to incorporate in future research.
Conclusion
Altogether, this research indicates that youth do not form a homogenous group with respect to their anxiety development from middle childhood to middle adolescence. Moreover, the middle school transition appears to be a potential breakpoint for development for some youth, rather than a stressful life transition for all. Specifically, whereas a majority of youth show relatively stable levels of either high or low anxiety from middle childhood to middle adolescence, other youth may show strongly increasing or decreasing anxiety after the middle school transition. Consistent with developmental psychopathology theories that emphasize the interplay between personal and social-contextual risk and protective factors in determining the specific developmental trajectories followed by youth, individual differences in youth anxiety trajectories are distinguished by a combination of individual vulnerability to anxiety as well as the degree of perceived transition-related stress. This complex interplay resulted in continuity or discontinuity in certain anxiety trajectories, with contextual factors after the middle school transition seemingly impacting anxiety trajectories of some youth in a for-better or for-worse manner.
